I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in algorithms and hardware platforms led to the development of state-of-the-art visual recognition methods that can achieve human-level performance in specific recognition tasks [1, 2] . Traditionally, these state-of-the-art recognition approaches were based on handcrafted features such as SIFT [3] , SURF [4] and HoG [5] . However, recent data-driven methods started to outperform handcrafted methods as in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [6] . There are numerous datasets similar to ImageNet [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , whose images were obtained through photo sharing platforms and search engines. Even though these datasets can be comprehensive in terms of number of samples per categories, it is not possible to identify the relationship *Equal contribution between specific conditions and recognition performance because of their uncontrolled nature. However, challenging conditions can significantly degrade the recognition performance as discussed in Section IV. Therefore, to investigate the robustness of recognition algorithms with respect to challenging conditions, we need to perform controlled experiments that include a comprehensive set of challenging condition types and levels.
Recent studies started investigating the effect of challenging conditions in images in terms of recognition performance [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Hosseini et al. [15] evaluated the recognition performance of Google Cloud Vision API under Gaussian and impulse noise and showed that the API is vulnerable to tested challenging conditions. Dodge and Karam [16] evaluated the recognition performance of deep neural networks under blur, noise, contrast, and compression and showed that deep learning-based approaches are susceptible to degradation, particularly to blur and noise. Zhou et al. [17] also studied the effect of blur and noise in deep network-based recognition and showed their vulnerabilities. Similarly, Lu et al. [18] and Das et al. [19] showed the vulnerability of traffic sign recognition and detection systems in case of adversarial examples. Even though these studies shed light on a subset of conditions that can significantly affect algorithmic performance, the investigated challenging conditions are relatively limited. Specifically, aforementioned studies [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] focus on simulated challenging conditions and they overlook the possible imperfections in the acquisition process. Moreover, adversarial examples investigated in [18, 19] are inherently different from realistic challenging scenarios because they are specifically tuned to bias the models. Temel et al. [20] focus on realistic challenging conditions but the application field is limited to traffic signs. Therefore, we need more comprehensive robustness analysis for generic object recognition tasks that considers realistic conditions as well as nonidealities in the acquisition processes. This paper has three major components: the newly built CURE-OR dataset by which we eliminate the shortcomings of existing datasets; the performance benchmark of object recognition on the new dataset using the recognition APIs Amazon Rekognition and Microsoft Azure Computer Vision; and the investigation of the relationship between object recognition performance and full-reference image quality assessment, which measure the changes with respect to a challengefree reference image. If we consider ideal conditions as reference conditions and non-ideal conditions as photometric challenging conditions, image quality should decrease under challenging conditions. Based on this assumption related to image quality, we hypothesize that object recognition performance under photometric challenging conditions can be estimated with objective image quality assessment algorithms. Specifically, we focus on photometric challenging conditions including blurriness, dirtiness of lens, contrast, overexposure, undersexposure, and sensor noise. The contributions of this paper are five folds.
p We introduce the most comprehensive publicly-available object recognition dataset acquired with multiple device types under controlled challenging conditions in real-world and photo studio environments.
p We provide a detailed description and a comparative study of existing object datasets, which can be used as a source of reference in further studies.
p We provide a detailed analysis of recognition APIs in terms of recognition performance under challenging conditions. p We show that the performance of recognition applications significantly degrades under challenging conditions. p We utilize full-reference objective image quality assessment algorithms to estimate the object recognition performance under photometric challenging conditions. Outline: We briefly discuss existing object datasets in Section II. In Section III, we introduce and describe the CURE-OR dataset. We analyze the performance of recognition APIs under challenging conditions in Section IV, and we investigate the relationship between object recognition performance and objective quality assessment in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. OBJECT DATASETS
There are numerous datasets in the literature that can be used to benchmark the performance of object recognition algorithms. We can classify these datasets into two categories as controlled datasets and uncontrolled datasets. In uncontrolled datasets [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , images are commonly acquired through search engines or photo sharing platforms. Uncontrolled datasets are advantageous because it is easier to obtain large-scale datasets that include varying environmental conditions. The variety of images in these uncontrolled datasets enables a large-scale performance assessment of algorithms. However, because of their uncontrolled nature, it is not possible to understand the specific factors that affect recognition performance in these datasets.
In controlled datasets [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , images are captured in a restricted setup under varying conditions. COIL-100 [21] , SFU [22] , SOIL-47 [23] , and ETHZ Toy [24] datasets contain up to thousands of images, which are limited compared to uncontrolled recognition datasets. On the other hand, ALOI [26] , NORB [25] , RGB-D [27] , and BigBIRD [28] datasets are large-scale but their controlled conditions are limited to relative camera location, rotation, or lighting. Among all aforementioned controlled datasets, iLab-20M [29] is the largest dataset with a variety of acquisition conditions including relative camera location, focus level, scale, and background. In iLab-20M, one type of camera is used in the data acquisition, which makes the study overlook the domain differences that can be caused by acquisition device type as shown in [13] . Moreover, iLab-20M is mainly used to test the invariance of learning-based approaches rather than analyzing factors that can affect the recognition performance, which is not possible to investigate until the data is publicly available. We summarize the main characteristics of existing datasets as well as introduced dataset CURE-OR in Table I and compare these datasets in terms of number of images and annotated controlled conditions in Fig. 2 . Because of the significant difference between the number of images in different datasets, we visualize data points in log scale. Ideally, a test dataset should be located on the top right corner so that it will be large-scale in terms of the number of images and annotated challenge types and levels. iLab-20M and CURE-OR are closest to top right with respect to compared datasets. Challenges types: Images in the CURE-OR dataset were separated into color and grayscale images to investigate the importance of color information in object recognition. We processed original images to simulate realistic challenging conditions including underexposure, overexposure, blur, contrast, dirty lens, salt and pepper noise, and resizing. Brightness of images was adjusted to obtain underexposure and overexposure images. Pixel values were remapped to obtain contrast images and smoothed out with a Gaussian operator to obtain blur images. Dirty lens images were obtained by overlaying dirty lens patterns over original images. In the first dirty lens category, a single dirt pattern was blended into images with weights that were proportional to challenge levels. In the second category, a distinct dirt pattern was overlaid for each challenge level. In the salt and pepper category, pixels were randomly replaced with zeros and ones. Salt and pepper noise was synthesized with scikit-image version 0.13.0 and all other challenging conditions were simulated with Python Imaging Library version 4.2.1.
Challenges levels: The number of distinct challenge levels is 4 in resizing category and 5 in all other categories. Challenge levels were adjusted based on visual inspection instead of numerical progression. Challenge level adjustment experiments were conducted by a group of three individuals, two experts and one intermediate in image processing, in an office space under standard lighting conditions. In the first experiment, we utilized a 65-inch LED TV display, whose settings were fixed to standard viewing conditions. We tuned the parameters in challenge generation such that challenges in level 1 were visible but they did not affect recognition, whereas in challenge level 5, objects were hardly recognizable or further changes in parameters did not correspond to significant perceivable difference. Mid challenge levels were linearly interpolated between min and max challenge levels. In the second experiment, we displayed level-1 and level-5 sample images on a 27-inch LCD PC monitor and observed that initial selection criteria still held in a different setup. In both experiments, subjects were located at a distance of twice the display size. Sample images corresponding to different challenge types and levels are shown in Fig. 4 with the API results that will be discussed in the following section.
IV. RECOGNITION UNDER CHALLENGING CONDITIONS
There are numerous visual recognition applications that are publicly available, but it is not feasible to perform largescale experiments in majority of these applications. After a preliminary feasibility study, we conducted our experiments using Amazon Rekognition API (AMZN) and Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API (MSFT). Rekognition is a deep learningbased image recognition system provided by Amazon Web Services. Microsoft Azure Computer Vision utilizes image processing algorithms to analyze visual contents. We use the object recognition feature from AMZN and the image tagging functionality from MSFT to assess their performance.
A. Experimental Setup
Test Set: For both APIs, we input challenge-free images of 100 objects from CURE-OR dataset to collect object labels, and analyzed the collected labels semantically to identify the labels that can be considered ground truth. For example, a Coca Cola bottle can be recognized as a beverage, a bottle, a drink, a coke, a soda, or a glass. We selected 4 objects from each object category based on the number of images that can be correctly identified by each API. If a selected object was similar to another object in the same category, the object with more correctly identified images was utilized. Microsoft identified only 3 objects in health/personal care category, so one object with the least number of correctly identified images from Amazon was excluded for a fair analysis, which led to 23 objects (top objects) selected for each API. For direct comparison of the platforms, we also analyzed the recognition performance on the 10 common objects between the 23 top objects of both APIs. In total, we tested the performance of each API with 230, 000 images. We limited the number of tested objects to minimize the total cost of the experiment using Amazon. However, we were able to test the recognition performance for the remaining images using Microsoft thanks to promotional credits. On average, testing per image took 1.3 seconds for Amazon and 0.2 seconds for Microsoft.
Performance Metrics: Top-5 accuracy metric was employed to measure the recognition performance. Outputs of both APIs were sorted based on their confidence levels and the highest 5 labels were selected for top-5 accuracy calculation. If multiple labels shared the same confidence level as the 5 th label, they were also included. If a ground truth label was among the top list, it was considered as a correct prediction. After repeating this procedure for all the images, we calculated the ratio between the number of correct predictions and the total number of object images to obtain the overall top-5 accuracy. In addition to the overall recognition performance in terms of top-5 accuracy, we also provided confusion matrices for different challenge levels to analyze misclassifications. Each row of the matrix corresponds to instances of actual categories and each column of the matrix corresponds to instances of predicted categories. An ideal classifier would have a confusion matrix with a highlighted main diagonal. Each element in the confusion matrix is colored based on the classification accuracy according to the legend next to each figure. Since both recognition APIs do not provide a comprehensive list of possible labels, the labels that did not belong to any categories were excluded.
B. Recognition Performance
In this section, we analyze the performance of both recognition platforms under challenging conditions. We report the recognition performance using color and grayscale images of top and common objects in Fig. 5 . Moreover, we discuss the misclassification between object categories under varying challenge levels with confusion matrices in Fig. 6 . Lastly, we report the overall recognition performance of both platforms in Table II Fig. 5 , we observe that both recognition platforms utilize color information. However, color information affects overall recognition performance more significantly for Microsoft compared to Amazon. Challenging Conditions: For both platforms, resizing affects the performance the least for the 4 challenge levels present. Blur, salt & pepper noise, and dirty lens 1 challenging conditions are the most effective in degrading the performance, leading to less than 1% top-5 accuracy for Amazon and 0.1% for Microsoft. In general, the challenges that remove structural components in an image degrade the application performance significantly. Blur filters out high-frequency components and salt & pepper noise replaces random pixel values that corrupt structural components, which are critical for recognition task. Even though resizing also filters out high-frequency components, the level of smoothing is not as remarkable as blur and most structural components are preserved. Dirty lens 1 challenge overlays a dirty lens pattern with different weights corresponding to challenge levels, which effectively block edge and texture in an image. We also report the recognition performance using color images of 10 common objects in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(f) . Similar to top object performance, Amazon significantly outperforms Microsoft in all categories. Misclassification: We analyze the object categorical misclassifications at different challenge levels with confusion matrices as shown in Fig. 6 , where the first row corresponds to Amazon Rekognition and the second row corresponds to Microsoft Azure. We observe that the main diagonals of Amazon Rekognition are more predominant than the diagonals of Microsoft Azure at every challenge level. As the challenge level increases, highlights in the main diagonals significantly diminish, which shows the vulnerabilities of the recognition platforms under challenging conditions. Overall Performance: We report the overall recognition performance of Amazon Rekognition and Microsoft Azure in Table II . Test sets include challenge images as well as original images and performance is reported in terms of top-5 accuracy. For Amazon Rekognition, we report the results for 10 common objects and 23 top objects as described in Section IV-A. For Microsoft Azure, we also report the results for the entire CURE-OR dataset. Amazon Rekognition shows significantly higher performance compared to Microsoft Azure for the top and common objects in both color and grayscale. Both recognition platforms show slightly better accuracy for the 10 common objects than the 23 top objects because the objects that can be recognized by both platform lead to a slightly higher average accuracy compared to remaining objects from top objects. When all objects are considered, Microsoft Azure's performance degrades even more, getting closer to 1% top-5 accuracy because majority of the remaining 77 objects are not accurately recognized even when they are challenge-free.
V. RECOGNITION ACCURACY VERSUS IMAGE QUALITY A. Experimental Setup
Image Quality Algorithms, Databases and Distortions: We utilize three different types of full-reference image quality assessment algorithms including PSNR as a fidelity measure, SSIM [30] as a structural similarity measure, and UNIQUE [31] as a data-driven quality measure based on color and structure. We validate the subjective quality estimation performance over LIVE [32] , MULTI [33] , and TID13 [34] databases, which include 4, 432 images and 30 distortion types. Distortion types in test databases can be grouped into 7 main categories as lossy compression, image noise, communication error, image blur, color artifacts, global distortions (intensity shift/contrast change), and local distortions. Estimation Performance Calculation: In this study, we estimate the recognition accuracy with respect to changes in photometric conditions. The top-5 accuracy results from Amazon Rekognition and Microsoft Azure were averaged for this section. At first, we identify the challenge-free images as references, which lead to the highest recognition accuracy. Then, we investigate the relationship between image quality and recognition accuracy. Specifically, first, we group images that are captured with a particular device (5) in front of a specific backdrop (3) under a specific challenge level (6), which leads to 90 image groups for each challenge type. Each image group includes images of 10 common objects described in Section IV-A for all orientations. Second, we calculate average recognition performance and image quality scores for each image group. Overall, for each challenge category, we obtain 90 image quality and recognition accuracy scores, which correspond to the average of image groups. Real-world living room and office backgrounds are excluded because performance in these backgrounds are significantly different from other backgrounds, which cannot be captured with quality estimators that require pixel-to-pixel correspondence. Third, we calculate the Spearman correlation between objective quality and recognition accuracy scores to obtain recognition accuracy estimation performance. Moreover, we calculate the Spearman correlation between objective and subjective scores in image quality databases (LIVE, MULTI, and TID13) to obtain subjective quality assessment performance of image quality assessment (IQA) algorithms. 
B. Recognition Accuracy and Subjective Quality Estimation
We report the recognition accuracy estimation in Table III and subjective quality estimation in Table IV . In terms of challenge categories, PSNR is leading in majority of the categories whereas SSIM is leading in underexposure category and UNIQUE in blur category. Overall, fidelity-based PSNR has the highest correlation, SSIM is the second measure, and UNIQUE is the third measure. Moreover, the relationship between the average recognition accuracy of both APIs on common objects and the quality scores can be observed from the scatter plots in Fig. 7 . Scatter point distribution has a linear characteristic in PSNR whereas scatter points are more spread out for other quality measures. Even though SSIM and UNIQUE do not show a linear behavior, we can observe that scatter points corresponding to different challenge levels form distinct clusters. Therefore, UNIQUE and SSIM scores combined with top-5 accuracy scores can be informative in terms of identifying challenge level of the scenes.
According to subjective quality estimation performances in the image quality databases reported in Table IV , UNIQUE leads to highest correlation in majority of the distortion types and SSIM leads in compression and global categories. SSIM and UNIQUE are specifically designed for estimating subjective quality of images whereas PSNR is used for calculating the fidelity of a general signal representation based on the ratio of maximum signal power and noise power. Therefore, UNIQUE and SSIM outperform PSNR in the application they are designed for whereas they underperform in estimating recognition accuracy. Even though objective quality assessment algorithms can estimate the recognition performance in certain scenarios, they are inherently limited because significant perceptual changes captured by quality assessment algorithms may not be critical for recognition algorithms. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a large-scale object recognition dataset denoted as CURE-OR whose images were captured with multiple devices in different backgrounds and orientations. We have utilized the introduced dataset to test the robustness of recognition APIs-Amazon Rekognition and Microsoft Azure Computer Vision-under challenging conditions. Based on the experiments, we have shown that both APIs are significantly vulnerable to challenging conditions that corrupt or eliminate high frequency components of an image and less vulnerable to conditions that affect pixel range. We have further analyzed the categorical misclassifications and concluded that recognition performance degrades for each challenge category as the challenge level increases. Overall, tested APIs resulted in a relatively low performance, which indicates the need for more accurate and robust solutions that are less sensitive to challenging conditions. Moreover, we also investigated the relationship between object recognition and image quality and showed that objective quality algorithms can estimate recognition performance under certain photometric challenging conditions if environmental conditions do not change significantly in terms of orientation and background.
